


 

 
 

R & D Section and IEEE STB 
 

Seminar on “Art of Writing a Paper” 
 

A Seminar on “Art of Writing a Paper”  was organized on 29th January, 2018. Mr. T. Pasupathi, 

AP/ECE, welcomed and introduced the resource person to the gathering. Dr. J. Arputha Vijaya Selvi, 

Principal and IEEE SBC presided over the function and delivered presidential address. In her 

presidential address, she briefed the importance of research for students of engineering and technology. 

Also, she insisted the participants to undertake research and publish their findings in conferences and 

reputed journals and stressed that the research paper should reveal the uniqueness of the work carried out 

and clearly describe the strategies adopted in the work.  

 

Dr. S. Bharathi Raja, Principal, Indra Ganesan College of Engineering, Tiruchirappalli, delivered 

inaugural address. In his address, he stressed on the importance of doing research. During the session I, 

he delivered talk on “Research to Reward”. In his lecture, he briefed on the methods of research: 

Scientific method, Engineering method, Empirical method and Analytical method. Also he explained the 

steps involved in research: Literature survey, open problem, need for present research, experimentation, 

analysis, validation and results & discussion. 
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In addition, he advised the students to refer ‘www.issn.org’ which reveals the format of universally 

accepted research papers. Also, he stressed the importance of literature survey and points to be cited as: 

what author did, what methodology has been followed and results of the research work. Finally, he 

shared how to make an attractive power point presentation and intellectual property rights. 
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Dr. R. Amirtharajan, Associate Professor/SEEE, SASTRA University, Thanjavur delivered talk on 

“How to make an effective oral presentation without Plagiarism” during session-II. In his lecture, he 

briefed about making an effective presentation with case study on “Image steganography”. During his 

lecture he demonstrated freeware plagiarism/grammar checking tools.  
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Dr. S. Sivakumar, Vice Principal presided over the valedictory function. Dr. R. Amirtharajan, 

issued certificates to the participants. Ms. Jaishree, student III ECE delivered vote of thanks. The 

programme was concluded with national anthem.  

 
 
 
 


